From: Helsinki (HELGS)  
To: Tokyo (SUMMER)  
October 19, 1942  
JMA

#957  
CORRECTED TRANSLATION

Answer #2 to your #906.

Re the Russian Army Code.

Finland also had judged that the system was in general the same as described in your wire, but because they did not have telegrams using identical additive, they stopped studying it.

Since Japan has had success in deciphering these messages, it is desired that a reference collection be sent over here.

Germany has stopped studying Finnish intelligence reports.

Available, not yet solved.

(CORRECTED TRANSLATION)

#64597  
(Japanese) Inter. 10/19/43 (12)  
Trans. 2/4/43  
Retrans. 2/11/43 (X-d)

C.I.  
ARMY

TOP SECRET

This sheet of paper and all of its contents must be safeguarded with the greatest care. Utmost secrecy is necessary to prevent drying up this sort of vital intelligence at its source.